Full-spectrum packaging

TRADE EXPO FOR
THE FUTURE

8-11 MARCH 2022

SHOW
PROGRAMME

9am to 5pm daily

4 DAYS! 5 SHOWS!

CO-LOCATED WITH:

Co-located with:

#propakafrica2022

DAY 1

Time

Tuesday, 8 March 2022 | NEW PRODUCTS
Topic:

Speaker

10h00

KIEFEL Packaging - Rethinking Solutions for more Sustainable Thermoformed Packaging,
made from Plastics and Natural Fibres

Jamil Jorge,
Area Sales Manager,
Packaging Industry, KIEFEL GmbH

11h00

Digital Packaging Decoration Trends

Uwe Bőgl,
Owner,
Packwise Africa

12h00

Advanced Food Processing Solutions

Stuart Rigby,
Global Product and Process Technology Manager,
Jet Cook™ Systems.

13h00

EXHIBITOR VIDEO SLOTS
Sibulele Gambula,
Senior Solutions Specialist,
J-Pak

14h00

Coding, Marking and Quality Control Case studies in the Future.

Johan Engelbrecht
Senior Solution Specialist,
J-Pak
Anley Mahandana,
Chief Operations Officer,
J-Pak
Richard Angus,
Chief Financial Officer,
J-Pak.

15h00

DAY 2

TBC

Wednesday, 9 March 2022 | SUSTAINABILITY

Time

Topic:

Speaker

10h00

Adaptive Process Control Plus Motto: Stabilize Process and Reduce Costs

Faredh Djaziri,
Sales Director Middle East & Africa,
KraussMaffei

11h00

The Food Industry in South Africa: Future Proofing Your Production

12h00

EXHIBITOR VIDEO SLOTS

13h00

Renewable Energy and Payment Processes

15h00

Enviromall’s Eco Packaging Offerings

#propakafrica2022

Melika Seiderer,
General Sales Manager,
Ishida South Africa
Shawn Van Der Merwe
Contracts Manager,
Ishida South Africa.
Oliver Jugadasen,
Manager, Commercial Asset Finance
Renewable Energy, Standard Bank
Louianne Brammage,
Manager, Interims Commercial Asset
Finance, Standard Bank
John Fox,
Sales Director,
Enviromall

www.propak.co.za

DAY 3

Time
9h30

Thursday, 10 March 2022 | OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
Topic:

Speaker

Benefits of Occupational Health & Safety – Done Right!

Chris Coetzee,
Director and owner,
OHSS Consulting
Jane Molony
Executive director,
Paper Manufacturers
Association of South Africa

10h15 12h00

Kishan Singh,
CEO of MetPacSA,
MD of Global Integrated
Business Solutions
General Update Discussion on Current EPR Legislation and PRO Strategies

Junaid Francis,
Stakeholder Relationship Manager,
PETCO
Adri Spangenberg,
Executive Director,
Polystyrene Packaging Council (Polyco)
Francois Marais,
Manager,
Fibre Circle

12h00 14h00
14h30

DAY 4

Loadshedding Interruption
EXHIBITOR VIDEO SLOTS

Friday, 11 March 2022 | ‘LOCAL IS LEKKER’ SOUTH AFRICAN DAY

Time

Topic:

Speaker

9h30

Recycling and Re-Usability of Glass and PET and How CCL Labels/Sleeves Boost Recycling
Rates

Marika Knorr,
Head of Sustainability and Communications,
CCL Label
Abisha Katerere,
Marketing Manager & B-BBEE Specialist
Printing SA

10h15

Unpacking Printing SA’s New Membership Benefits, Services & Latest Industry News

11h00

Packaging Education Programmes Offered by IPSA

12h00 14h30

Loadshedding Interruption

14h30

Locally Designed and Manufactured Custom Built Machinery
for Various Industrial Applications

Andries van Jaarsveld
Protective Products

15h15

3D Printing - Applications & Limitations in Packaging Processes

Redemption Bandera,
Consulting Engineer,
Inpakt

Jermaine Naicker
KZN Regional Chamber Manager & HR Specialist,
Printing SA
Kishan Singh,
CEO of MetPacSA,
MD of Global Integrated
Business Solutions

* Program subject to change. The organiser reserves the right to change the program.

CONFERENCES
8 - 9 MARCH

IPSA THINK TANK
Black Eagle Conference Room, Expo Centre Nasrec

Conference sessions start at 10.00am and 2.00pm each day. For bookings: secretary@ipsa.org.za / 011 804 1614
For more information about the conferences go to: www.propakafrica.co.za

#propakafrica2022

www.propak.co.za

NEW PRODUCTS, LIVE DEMONSTRATIONS
VANNPAX

HALL 6 | STAND D31

Vannpax is excited to launch its 1002™ Manual Cartoner
with Automatic gluing and closing, and visitors can see
this entry level machine in action. Also on display is a
Vannpax 1003™ Self-Lock Tray Erector, an Ishida MultiHead Weigher and a Labelpack label applicator.
GNEUSS

HALL 5 | STAND E21

Gneuss is presenting its new MRSjump extruder
that can increase or stabilise the polyester viscosity
directly to the desired level. A downstream IV build-up
is not necessary. For the first time, the processing
of materials with low or highly fluctuating input
viscosities is possible in a single extrusion step.

where they can often be overlapped or presented with
uneven surfaces.
JK SERVICES & CODING

OMRON
FILKRAFT

HALL 6 | STAND B8

The design of Filkraft’s Rotary Piston Filler is
revolutionary and the first of its kind in the world. You
can learn how the electronically driven pistons replace
the archaic cam system that opens up a plethora of new
possibilities. The Filler is ideal for filling yoghurt, oils,
sauces and any high viscosity product.
HALL 6 | STAND B32

Ishida South Africa will have information on its next
generation IX-G2 dual energy X-ray inspection system
which offers significantly enhanced sensitivities for the
detection of low-density and difficult to spot foreign
bodies, including bone. The Ishida IX-G2-F incorporates
a new line sensor that provides a high-quality X-ray
image through an enhanced signal to noise ratio which
has increased the ability to detect bone fragments by
a factor of four compared with previous X-ray models.
This further increases the ability of the machine to
identify contaminants, in particular when handling
thicker and denser products such as chicken fillets,
chicken breasts and a wide range of poultry products

HALL 6 | STAND L15

OMRON is showcasing its fully simulated flexible
production environments at Propak Africa and you
can see the OMRON TM cobot in action! You will learn
how to increase the flexibility, quality and speed of
production and also enable companies to respond
rapidly to changing market conditions.
HG MOLENAAR

ISHIDA SOUTH AFRICA

HALL 6 | STAND C4

JK Services & Coding is exhibiting the latest 5000 series
Citronix continuous ink jet (CIJ) printers for applying
sell-by-dates and batch numbers. These systems
provide highspeed, reliable, non-contact printing onto
almost any kind of material. Also to see is the Savema
Thermal Transfer Overprinter (TTO), Limitronic High
Resolution ink jet printer, Lead Tech laser marking
system, the Intermac RED (TIJ) printer, Cassel metal
detector and various conveyors.

HALL 6 | STAND B22

Molenaar is the supplier, agent and manufacturer
of large-scale machinery for food and beverage
manufacturers globally. See the Robot on their
stand demonstrating Robotic palletizing and depalletizing. They are presenting their turnkey and
greenfield solutions to the food-processing and
beverage industries at the show. The emphasis is
on the hygienic and efficient processing of liquids,
prepared foods and fresh fruit. Also on display is a
Linear rinsing machine.
ROBATECH

glue packaging neatly and quickly. With their
new adhesive application system for primary and
secondary packaging, you enter a new dimension
in industrial adhesive application.
IRP ENGINEERING PLASTICS HALL 6 | STAND E32
Being a market leader in providing conveyor
component and engineering plastics solutions since
1987, IRP Engineering Plastics is showcasing their
latest conveyor component solutions using real-life
moving conveyor systems.
ROTOCON

HALL 5 | STAND B20 + C20

Featured on Rotocon’s stand are live demonstrations of
the Ecoline RSH machine for label inspection, slitting,
and rewinding and the RDF 340 digital printed label
converting and finishing machine. Also presented from
the Ecoline portfolio is the Pro Mount plate mounter
and the Pro Clean anilox roller cleaner.
ZIBO CONTAINERS

HALL 6 | STAND A11

Zibo Containers are manufacturers of rigid plastic
containers for a wide variety of applications
predominantly for the food packaging industry. You
can view live demonstrations of the versatility of their
Italian built tray sealing machines in operation, capable
of MAP packing, vacuum skin packing or simply sealing
only, all possible by choosing the relevant machine
setting.
These are just a few of the new products and live
demonstrations that will be on view at Propak Africa
and co-located shows. There’s so much more to see!

HALL 6 | STAND D33

Robatech is demonstrating how high-precision
adhesive application can conserve resources and

LATEST INNOVATION & NEW TECHNOLOGIES
AIR KNIFE SYSTEMS

HALL 6 | STAND H38

At the Air Knife Systems stand, you can see the IB 1500
Tunnel on display. It is the smallest of their Drying
Tunnel range, using a 15KW Blower and VSD with
4 or 5 Air Knives. The 1B is suitable for lines with a
speed of 5000-20000 units p/h. It’s typically used for
pre-labelling and data coding. Placement is over the
conveyer. Also on display is the Econo DB, typically
used on smaller production lines or as a very neat and
convenient retro fit to an existing production line, its
main purpose is to dry off bottles along the production
line.
AKURA ENGINEERING

HALL 6 | STAND L14

Visit the Akura stand to see how easy it is to operate a
Bramidan Vertical Baler machine. Efficient compressing
of bulky waste materials will dramatically reduce
volumes for cheaper storage, handling and transport.
Many waste materials may be recovered and recycled,
resulting in possible cost recuperation, or even profit,
on your disposal program.
ANDERSON ENGINEERING HALL 6 | STAND L17
Anderson Engineering is excited to be part of Propak
Africa 2022 where they are showcasing and sharing
many of their new innovations and solutions in
processing equipment and technology. As a leader in
the design and fabrication of high quality customised
stainless steel processing equipment, their breadth
of experience, equipment and solutions, continues to
grow and they look forward to sharing what they are
able to offer, from small standard installations to large
complex customised solutions.

#propakafrica2022

ARENGO PLASTICS

HALL 6 | STAND J20

Arengo Plastics invites you to their stand to hear about
their Rigid PVC Plastic Sheet Extrusion manufacturer
of rolls and sheets for thermoforming and printing
industries. You will also learn more about custom
designed thermoformed and die-cut containers, trays,
cartons, tubs, point-of-sale, shrink-wrapping/transport
trays, blisters and clamshells for various industries
such as hardware, cellular, cosmetics, home care and
stationery.
BERNDORF BAND GROUP

HALL 6 | STAND L6

Come and visit Berndorf Band Group and their steel
belts for the baking and food industry. In these sectors,
steel belts are exposed to extreme mechanical and
thermal stress. Berndorf Band Group’s steel belts are
produced to match these high demands and retain
their flatness and shape even at fluctuating operating
temperatures and a high number of load cycles.
Proving to be easy to clean and satisfying the highest
sanitary standards at the same time, their premiumquality steel belts fit perfect for the applications of the
food and baking industry.
BERRY PACK

HALL 6 | STAND J20

Berry Pack specialises in blister contract packaging and
visual retail ready packaging. At Propak Africa they
are illustrating different ways of packaging products
in keeping with new global trends. Their stand is truly
a one stop shop experience – raw materials, printing,
corrugates, blisters and contract packaging all on one
stand!

BIDVEST AFCOM

HALL 6 | STAND A22

Visit the Bidvest Afcom stand to learn about their
latest offerings in the manufacture, distribution and
provisioning of innovative packaging and fastening
solutions and services, which support their customers
in the commerce, mining and agricultural sectors.
Over the many decades they have built a reputation
for reliability and an after sales service that is of the
highest quality.
BMG

HALL 6 | STAND P17

BMG’s stand at this year’s Propak Africa highlights
the company’s integrated engineering solutions and
technical services that optimise productivity and
enhance efficiencies in the packaging and food &
beverage sectors. The focal point of this year’s exhibit
is a display of innovative products and machinery,
developed especially for the food and beverage sector,
as well as for paper, printing and packaging. Exhibits
feature Soliflex, uni UCB modular belts, UltraClean split
sprockets and Modsort technology by System Plast
amongst others.
BMSC ENGINEERING

HALL 6 | STAND B9

As leaders in metal detection, X-ray, check wiegher,
vibratory equipment, metal separation with rare earth
magnets and diamond sorting equipment, BMSC
Engineering is sharing their industry knowledge and
insights across this industry sector, and about their
Custom Stainless Steel Fabrication which meets the
highest sanitary standards.

www.propak.co.za

BOWLER PACKAGING

HALL 6 | STAND D8

HDM-AUTOMATION HALL 6 | STAND E18 + D32

Bowler Packaging is celebrating 50 years of
innovative packaging supply during which time
they have mastered all the relevant processing and
decorating technologies. For the entrepreneur, they
now also feature a dedicated standard products
range through their recently acquired one-stop shop
subsidiary, Skye Packaging. Talk to them about how
to test, try and develop your passion with their
support!

If you want to know more about vertical &
horizontal packaging machines, pre-made
pouch bagging machines, single and multi-lane
sachet equipment and other industry specialised
automation equipment, then visit the HDM
Automation stand. The company also provides a
wide range of multihead weighers, linear scales, and
different type of dosing equipment such as auger
filler, volumetric cups, and liquid pump feeders.

CCL LABEL SOUTH AFRICA HALL 6 | STAND D40

HEAT & CONTROL

A product’s decoration might only seem a small
part, but it plays a crucial role in making the
overall packaging more sustainable. CCL Label has
developed labels and sleeves that enable recycling,
carbon footprint reduction and reuse. Whether they
are bio-based, low-density or made from recycled
material – there is a solution for every packaging
need. Visit their stand to find out more!

Innovative size reduction technology from Urschel,
a global leader for food cutting technology is
on display at the Heat and Control stand. The
Urschel Sprint 2® Dicer can uniformly dice, strip
cut, granulate, or slice a wide variety of meats,
vegetables, fruits, and bakery goods. This equipment
provides processors a value-added, convenient way
to bring their products to market. Also on display
will be the CEIA THS/MS21, the world’s only multispectrum metal detector; the OilSaver Filtration
System, which extends the life of frying oil with
high efficiency filtration down to 10 microns; the
Fastback® Horizontal Motion Conveyor 90E which
gently transports product by cycling through slowforward and fast-back horizontal motion; and digital
sorting systems from Key Technology which can
identify and consistently remove objects based on
colour, structure, shape, size at a significantly faster
rate than manual inspection.

CHIORINO SOUTH AFRICA HALL 6 | STAND P15
In conjunction with the demands of leading OEM’s
and Multinational end-user customers Chiorino
develops a broad range of solutions - including
Speciality High-Performance HACCP compliant Food
handling conveyor products and the full spectrum of
requirements for the sectors of Corrugated Board,
Paper, Print & Packaging and Materials Handling.
DYNAMIC PLASTICS

HALL 6 | STAND B7

Manufacturers of plastic buckets and containers
that are general purpose use, tamper evident with
a secure lock and fino plastic buckets and lids,
Dynamic Plastics is showcasing its range from 250ml
up to 25lt.
EBERLE EUROPE

HALL 6 | STAND C1

EBERLE, a family run business, located close to
Strasbourg, France, manufactures spirally wound
paper core production machines, paper straws
production lines, paper core recutters and cardboard
edge-protector production machines. Visit their
stand to be introduced to their latest technologies
and development, featuring fast and flexible
machines with fully automatic settings and easy
changeovers.
FOSTER INTERNATIONAL PACKAGING HALL 6 |
STAND A27
Foster International Packaging, known for
innovative packaging, is making big strides with the
offering of recyclable and sustainable packaging
solutions. The company is a division of Close the
Loop Group, providing end-to-end solutions for
brand owners in packaging and urban mining - with
the main aim to create a circular economy. Visit their
stand to hear more about these initiatives.
GLUEMORE PACKAGING

HALL 6 | STAND K26

Glue-More Packaging is an Accredited Agent and
Sole Distributor in Southern Africa for ValcoMelton
Hot and Cold glue adhesive application and quality
assurance systems for the past 22 years. Visit their
stand to hear more about ValcoMelton specialisation
in the manufacturing of adhesive dispensing
system used for packaging and sealing of items
such as corrugated boxes, cartons, books, bags, and
pharmaceutical products across the corrugated,
packaging, envelope, folding carton, print finishing,
nonwovens, tissue/core winding, wood, automotive,
product assembly, textile, coating, laminating, and
bag manufacturing industries.
H&M ROLLERS

HALL 6 | STAND B27

H&M Rollers is a market leader in polymers and
specialised engineering services. They encourage
you to visit their stand to learn more about their
sustainable solutions.

#propakafrica2022

HOSOKAWA ALPINE

HALL 6 | STAND B31

HALL 6 | STAND L2

Hosokawa Alpine is an innovative global leader in
machine and system engineering based in Augsburg,
Germany. They are presenting their blown film
lines and film orientation lines which are known for
their high economic efficiency and flexibility. The
company builds mono-layer and multi-layer blown
film lines for 3 – 11-layer blown film.
IGUS

HALL 6 | STAND H5

In addition to having new innovative products on
display, Igus has the regular stalwarts so many
customers can relate to, from low cost automation
to energy chains, lubrication free, and low
maintenance polymer solutions.
IJP FILLING & LABELLING

HALL 6 | STAND D15

IJP is exhibiting the state of the art locally
manufactured fully synchronised double head selfadhesive labelling machine that is controlled with
OMRON’s EtherCAT PLC as well as a variety of filling
equipment that is suitable for most of the liquid
products in the South African market.
INPAKT GROUP

HALL 6 | STAND H9

Inpakt Group is presenting its range of offerings
including turnkey services, filling, and packaging
machines, after sales support, machine
refurbishments, and reselling of international OEM
equipment such as LAN Handling Equipment. They
are running a competition on their stand with
hamper giveaways twice a day as well as gifts and
promotional items.
INTERROLL SOUTH AFRICA HALL 6 | STAND G6
At this year’s Propak Africa, Interroll South Arica is
presenting what made them Best in class with their
theme “back to basics”. The company is showcasing
their Modular Conveyor Platform, their range
of Conveyor Rollers and their Dynamic Storage
Solutions.
JBT

HALL 6 | STAND A3

John Bean Technologies Corporation (JBT) offers
a wide range of food and non-food processing
solutions, from primary processing to final
packaging that includes pre-processing, slicing,
washing, mixing, filling, closing, tray sealing,

sterilizing and pasteurizing, postharvest solutions
and more. Visit their stand and learn about
how they design, manufacture, test and service
technologically sophisticated systems and products.
KUBE

HALL 6 | STAND K4

Kube Packaging Marking Solutions’ is showcasing
process and packaging plant equipment, market
leading coding and marking track and traceability
technology coupled with Oxygen Absorbers.
LABPRINT

HALL 5 | STAND G20

Flexographic printers for the pharmaceutical, food
and other industries, Labprint specialises in the
printing of pharmaceutical blisterfoil, sachet’s and
stick packs. Visit their stand to hear about their
range of products and services; they print up to 4
spot colours, offer in-house artwork and specialise in
short runs and a quick turnaround.
LOVELL INDUSTRIES

HALL 6 | STAND J20

An FSSC 22000 Accredited Rigid Food Packaging
Manufacturer, Lovell Industries is showcasing their
range of custom designed thermoformed and diecut containers, trays, skillets, tubs and clamshells
for various food categories such as bakery, deli,
fruit, ready meals, frozen foods, desserts, salads,
chocolates and biscuits.
MEGADYNE SOUTH AFRICA
H13

HALL 6 | STAND

Exhibiting at this year’s show, Megadyne South
Africa is a proud global manufacturer of Megadyne,
Challenge, Sampla, AVE and PCS, and proud
distributors of Zero-Max, Diamond, Flexco and Vista.
The Megadyne Group develops and manufactures
thermoset and thermoplastic polyurethane belts,
rubber timing and v-belts, pulleys, clamping plates,
timing bars and complementary products for a
diverse range of applications.
MILLCHEM PACKAGING

HALL 6 | STAND G31

Millchem has partnered with industry leaders
enabling them to provide customers with
standalone equipment, or a complete turnkey
solution including processing and packaging lines
for all applications. Speak to the experts on their
stand and also see the display of the latest Millchem
range of consumables, stretch film, adhesives and
lubricants to the packaging industry.
MPACT PLASTIC CONTAINERS HALL 6 | STAND
B15
Manufacturing and supplying a wide variety of
products ranging from materials handling, retail,
environmental, jumbo bins and agricultural products,
Mpact Plastic Containers applies the circular
economy model in everything they do. Visit their
stand to learn how customers can return their
end-of-life products to them in exchange for new
products.
NORDSON SA

HALL 6 | STAND J9

Featured at Propak Africa, the ProBlue Flex melter
from Nordson is advanced technology that adapts to
any operation with ease and simplicity. Depending
on your unique requirements, you can choose from
factory options direct from Nordson, or smart and
simple field upgrades, supported by Nordson’s
seasoned technical support representatives.
PACKWISE AFRICA

HALL 5 | STAND C39

Packwise-Africa presents their innovative
machine and tooling solutions for label, flexible
and corrugated packaging converters. They are
showcasing digital & conventional presses, slitters
& diecutters, digital finishing lines, plate mounters,
anilox rollers, printing cylinders & sleeves and QC
equipment. PLUS listen to their keynote address
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‘The revolution in digital packaging decoration’ on
Tuesday 8 March at 11h00 at the seminar theatre.
PROGETTO

HALL 6 | STAND D17

Progetto International is based in Cape Town
and specialises in the supply of services and
equipment to complete small to turnkey solutions
in the materials handling, packaging and process
industries. This will be its focus at the show. From
here, all projects, machine, automation and control
designs are developed, researched and implemented.
RHINE RUHR

HALL 6 | STAND K33

Rhine Ruhr, a specialist equipment supplier of
process and packaging solutions, has an IBC
Agitator, Lab Agitator and Lab Disperser on view at
their stand. All related to their mixing portfolio. They
also have visual displays for powder handling, filling
and labelling. Rhine Ruhr looks forward to helping
customers convey and dose their solid materials
with Idealtec, mix their liquids better with ViscoJet,
fill more accurately with DeVree, and label more
efficiently with Langguth.

equipment, GEW UV and LED curing systems, Heaford
video flexo plate mounters, Alphasonics anilox roll
cleaners, Rhyguan digital finishing and embellishing
equipment, Orion flexo plate washers and Unilux LED
strobe and inspection systems.

include Ultra High Barrier Metalised BOPP, High
Barrier Clear BOPP, Ultra Low SIT White BOPP

SACMI

STARLINGER

HALL 6 | STAND C16

A leader in the African market in rigid packaging
technologies, SACMI has three industry-dedicated
offices across Africa and further exceptional growth
throughout 2021.On the SACMI stand you can
see all its latest solutions, from cap, preform and
container-making plants to complete bottling and
labelling lines
SAFRIQUE

HALL 5 | STAND C3

Safrique International is an export trading company
based in Johannesburg and an exclusive distribution
agent for local and international manufacturers. At
the show, they are presenting cost-saving solutions
from virgin to reprocessed plastic polymers as
well various additives, recycled and packaging
machineries.

Various coated BOPP options, High Barrier clear
PET, White PET, Sealable PET, Matt PET, and Yogurt
Lidding film.
HALL 5 | STAND D28

Starlinger is highlighting the circular economy at
their stand through their product and technology.

TECHNOILOGY

HALL 6 | STAND L9

TECHNOILOGY is an Italian engineering company
that specializes in the design and manufacturing
of plants for edible oil extraction and refining,
oleochemicals, biofuel production and LUBE oil rerefining. The company has 12 representative offices
throughout the world and has been active in the
industry since 1950, installing over 1400 industrial
units worldwide. Visit their stand to learn more
about their latest innovation and technologies.
KABRA/ALLSTEIN/RIZBERG HALL 5 | STAND G3

SA REPCO

HALL 5 | STAND A9

SArepco is showing a wide range of narrow web
converting equipment such as Mark Andy flexo, digital
as well as hybrid printing and converting equipment,
Rotoflex inspection, slitting, rewinding and finishing

SRF FLEXIPAK

HALL 6 | STAND F31

In line with Global Sustainability Initiatives, SRF
Flexipak is showcasing a number of developments in
the space of High Barrier PET replacement films and
other specialised coated PET and BOPP films. These

You are invited to visit their stand to discuss their
High Performance Extruders and the latest German
Technology Flexo Presses.

VIDEO LINKS

Mark Anderson,

Kemtek Imaging Systems

Erema Africa

Portfolio Director, Specialised Exhibitions
CLICK HERE TO VIEW VIDEO

P.A. Cuthbert

CLICK HERE TO VIEW VIDEO

CLICK HERE TO VIEW VIDEO

USS Pactech

CLICK HERE TO VIEW VIDEO

CLICK HERE TO VIEW VIDEO
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